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Novate IT sponsors Best in Health Tech at the South West Digital Awards
Bristol-based recruitment firm Novate IT has been announced as sponsoring the ‘Best in Health
Tech’ category at the South West Digital Awards.
The company was founded in 2005 with the aim of providing a true recruitment ‘consultancy’
service to clients throughout the UK, Europe and the US. Novate IT supports employers and
applicants across the South West to ensure both parties find the best possible employment
match. Digital is at the core of the company’s ability to deliver services - making it a perfect
match for the inaugural South West Digital Awards.
The company’s Managing Consultant Stewart Smith said, ‘There has never been a better time
for digital businesses in the South West’ and we totally agree! Novate IT already supports digital
community groups throughout Bristol and hopes taking part in the awards will continue to grow
their reputation as the go-to advisor for digital recruitment.
Nominees for the Best in Health Tech category include Bristol’s OpenBionics,
Bodmin-headquartered Microtest and Penryn-based Ultramed.
The South West Digital Awards are alternative, region-wide awards, celebrating innovators from
Swindon to Cornwall, without corporate bias or favours. Our independent panel of judges took
time to look at each entry within each category, awarding shortlist places to those they felt
represented the excellence the South West has to offer. The panel consists of RIO’s Chief
Executive Lindsey Hall, Sentinel’s Strategic Director Roland Gude and Enterprise Solutions’
Corporate Projects Manager, Rich Adams.
The whole evening will be supported by a fantastic group of select South West-based partners,
including Conker Spirit, Plymouth College of Art and Nub Sound.
The winners will be announced on the 27th September 2018 at Plymouth’s School of Creative
Arts, affectionately known as The Red House.
There are a limited number of tickets available, so book yours today.
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The South West Digital Awards were created and are organised by Plymouth’s own Helm
Squared, parent company of online ticketing platform Helm Tickets.
The awards are an opportunity to bridge the gap between communities around the South West,
rising above city/county rivalries and the clique-y nature of many other business awards. The
SWDAs will highlight organisations and projects which may otherwise go unacknowledged.
Everyone is welcome to take part, from independent developers showing off their global
success, to those making a difference in their own communities.

For more information, please contact:
southwestdigitalawards.co.uk
awards@helmsquared.com
01752 875699

